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Abstract. In this paper, we embed metric space endowed with a convex combination operation, named convex
combination space, into a Banach space and the embedding preserves the structures of metric and convex combination.
For random element taking values in this kind of space, applications of embedding are also established. On the
one hand, some nice properties of expectation such as representation of expected value through continuous affine
mappings, the linearity of expectation will be given. On the other hand, the notion of conditional expectation will
be also introduced and discussed. Thanks to embedding theorem, we establish some basic properties of conditional
expectation, Jensen’s inequality, convergences of martingales and ergodic theorem.
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1 Introduction
Probability theory in linear spaces has long been considered and extended to more general models which are nonlinear,
such as hyperspaces of linear space or metric spaces generally. Basic objects such as expectation, conditional expec-
tation of random element taking values in metric space also have attracted attention of many researchers. Probably
the first author introduced a concept of mathematical expectation of a random element with values in a metric space
was Doss [5] in 1949. After this paper, other authors gave many different definitions of expectation and conditional
expectation in different kinds of metric spaces via various ways. We can mention the works of ´Emery and Mokobodzki
[6], Herer [9, 10, 11], Raynaud de Fitte [16], Sturm [4, 19], or the monograph of Molchanov [12].
In 2006, Tera´n and Molchanov [21] introduced the concept of convex combination space and the class of these
spaces is larger than not only the class of Banach spaces but also the class of hyperspace of compact subsets, as
well as the class of upper semicontinuous functions (also called fuzzy sets) with compact support in Banach space
[21]. Besides, the authors also provided many interesting illustrative examples of this concept, e.g., the space of all
cumulative distribution functions or the space of upper semicontinuous functions with t-norm. Convex combination
space is a metric space endowed with a convex combination operation and the extension from linear space to convex
combination space is not trivial. Some very basic sets, such as singletons and balls, may fail to be convex in convex
combination space. This may not match with usual intuition but occurs in many practical models. For example,
consider the hyperspace of all compact subsets of Banach space with the convex combinations being generated by the
Minkovski addition and scalar multiplication. Then λ A+(1−λ )A does not equal to A unless A is convex, it means that
A is non-convex singleton in such a space. Another example is the space of integrable probability distributions, where
the convex combinations is generated by the convolution operation (see [21, 22]). For random element taking values
in convex combination space, its expected value was constructed by Tera´n and Molchanov. This notion of expectation
extended the corresponding one when considering not only in Banach space but also in hyperspace of compact subsets.
Furthermore, the authors also established the Etemadi strong law of large numbers (SLLN) for normalized sums of
pairwise independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random elements in this kind of space ([21], Theorem 5.1), other
applications can be found in [18, 22, 23].
Although convex combination space may have many singletons being not convex, it always contains a subspace
(we will call convexifiable domain) in which every singletons and balls are convex, moreover the authors in [21] shown
that this subspace has some properties resembling linearity. Therefore, it is natural to ask whether this convexifiable
domain can be embedded isometrically into some normed linear space such that the structure of convex combination is
preserved. A worth note is that the expectation of every integrable random element taking values in convex combination
space always belongs to this convexifiable domain. Therefore, if embedding is established, we will have more tools to
explore this type of expectation as well as properties of convex combination space.
In this paper, we will answer the question mentioned above. Namely, we will show that the convexifiable domain
of a complete convex combination space can be embedded into a Banach space such that the embedding is isometric
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and the structure of convex combination is preserved, this will be presented in Section 3.
Main applications of the approach via embedding theorem will be presented in Section 4. On the one hand, some
nice properties of expectation including both representation of expected value through continuous affine mappings
and Jensen’s inequality (was proved first by Tera´n [22] and will be proved again in this work in another way) will be
given. On the other hand, the notion of conditional expectation of integrable random element taking values in convex
combination space will be also introduced and discussed. Thanks to embedding theorem, we establish some basic
properties of conditional expectation, Jensen’s inequality, convergences of martingales and ergodic theorem.
Finally, some miscellaneous applications and remarks will be discussed in Section 5.
2 Preliminaries
For the reader’s convenience, we now present a short introduction to the approach given by Tera´n and Molchanov in
[21]. Let (X,d) be a metric space, for u,x∈X, we denote ‖x‖u := d(u,x). Based on X, introduce a convex combination
operation, which for all n > 2, numbers λ1, . . . ,λn > 0 that satisfy ∑ni=1 λi = 1, and all u1, . . . ,un ∈ X, this operation
produces an element of X, which is denoted by [λ1,u1; . . . ;λn,un] or [λi,ui]ni=1. Note that [λ1,u1; . . . ;λn,un] and the
shorthand [λi,ui]ni=1 have the same intuitive meaning as the more familiar λ1u1 + · · ·+ λnun and ∑ni=1 λiui, but X is
not assumed to have any addition or multiplication. Suppose that [1,u] = u for every u ∈ X and that the following
properties are satisfied:
(CC.i) (Commutativity) [λi,ui]ni=1 = [λσ(i),uσ(i)]ni=1 for every permutation σ of {1, . . . ,n};
(CC.ii) (Associativity) [λi,ui]n+2i=1 =
[
λ1,u1; . . . ;λn,un;λn+1 +λn+2,
[ λn+ j
λn+1+λn+2 ,un+ j
]2
j=1
]
;
(CC.iii) (Continuity) if u,v ∈ X and λ (k) → λ ∈ (0;1) as k → ∞, then [λ (k),u;1−λ (k),v]→ [λ ,u;1−λ ,v];
(CC.iv) (Negative curvature) if u1,u2,v1,v2 ∈ X and λ ∈ (0,1), then
d([λ ,u1;1−λ ,u2], [λ ,v1;1−λ ,v2])6 λ d(u1,v1)+ (1−λ )d(u2,v2);
Based on the inductive method and (CC.ii), this axiom can be extended to convex combinations of n elements, as
follows: if ui,vi ∈ X, λi ∈ (0;1) with ∑ni=1 λi = 1, then d([λi,ui]ni=1, [λi,vi]ni=1)6 ∑ni=1 λid(ui,vi).
(CC.v) (Convexification) for each u ∈ X, there exists limn→∞[n−1,u]ni=1, which will be denoted by KXu (or Ku when
no confusion can arise), and K is called the convexification operator.
Then, the metric space (X,d) endowed with a convex combination operation is referred to as the convex combination
space (CC space for short) and we denote (X,d, [., .]) or X shortly. We can find from axiom (CC.v) that [n−1,u] is
different from u in general, so Ku and u may be not identical. If Ku = u, then u will be called convex point of X,
subspace K(X) will called convexifiable domain. If K(X) = X then X is said to be convexifiable and then [., .] will be
called unbiased convex combination operation. Conditions (CC.i)–(CC.v) above imply the following properties:
(2.1) ([21], Lemma 2.1) For every u11, . . . ,umn ∈ X and α1, . . . ,αm,β1, . . . ,βn > 0 with ∑mi=1 αi = ∑nj=1 β j = 1, we
have [αi, [β j,ui j]nj=1]mi=1 = [αiβ j,ui j]i=m, j=ni=1, j=1 .
(2.2) ([21], Lemma 2.2) The convex combination operation is jointly continuous in its 2n arguments.
(2.3) ([21], Proposition 3.1) The convexification operator K is linear, that is K([λ j,u j]nj=1) = [λ j,Ku j]nj=1.
(2.4) ([21], Corollary 3.3) If u ∈ X and λ1, . . . ,λn > 0 with ∑nj=1 λ j = 1, then K([λ j,u]nj=1) = Ku = [λ j,Ku]nj=1.
Hence, K is an idempotent operator in X.
(2.5) ([21], Proposition 3.5) For λ1,λ2,λ3 > 0 with λ1 +λ2 +λ3 = 1 and u,v ∈X,
[λ1,u;λ2,Kv;λ3,Kv] = [λ1u;(λ2 +λ3),Kv].
(2.6) ([21], Proposition 3.6) The mapping K is non-expansive with respect to metric d, i.e., d(Ku,Kv)6 d(u,v).
Remark 1. Let λk ⊂ (0;1), λk → 0 and u,v ∈ X. By (CC.iv) and property (2.4), we have
d([λk,Ku;1−λk,Kv],Kv) = d([λk,Ku;1−λk,Kv], [λk,Kv;1−λk,Kv])6 λkd(Ku,Kv)→ 0
as k → ∞. It follows [λk,Ku;1− λk,Kv] → Kv and this remark ensures to extend weights λi from (0;1) to [0;1]
for elements in K(X), it means that we can define [λi,xi]i∈I = [λi,xi]i∈J , where xi ∈ K(X), ∑i∈I λi = ∑i∈J λi = 1,
J = {i ∈ I : λi > 0}.
Proposition 2.1. If (X,d) is a separable and complete CC space, then so is (K(X),d).
Proof. The separability of K(X) is obvious. It follows from Proposition 3.7 in [21] that K(X) is a closed subset of
complete metric space X, hence K(X) is complete.
2
3 Embedding theorem
First, we need to recall the embedding for convex structure given by ´Swirszck [20]. In his work, ´Swirszck introduced
the notion of semiconvex set as follows: A semiconvex set is a set S together with a family of binary operations {Pλ : S×
S→ S,λ ∈ (0;1)} satisfying the following axioms: For x,y,z∈S and λ ,µ ∈ (0;1), (S.i) (Reflexivity) Pλ (x,x) = x; (S.ii)
(Symmetry) Pλ (x,y) = P(1−λ )(y,x); (S.iii) (Associativity) Pr(Pλ (x,y),z) = Prλ (x,Pµ(y,z)) for r = µ/(1− λ + λ µ).
Sometimes for completeness, we also include the binary identity functions P1 and P0 defined as P1(x,y) = x and
P0(x,y) = y. Then (S.i) and (S.ii) hold for λ ∈ [0;1], and (S.iii) holds with λ (1− µ) 6= 1. Also in [20], the author
also shown that a semiconvex set S may be embedded as a convex subset of a vector space if and only if it satisfies
cancellation law, that is, Pr(x,y) = Pr(x,z) for any x,y,z ∈ S, r ∈ (0;1) implies that y = z. Therefore, if the cancellation
law in S holds, then there exist a vector space (V,+, .) and an one-to-one correspondence ρ : S→ ρ(S) = U⊂ V such
that ρ(Pλ (x,y)) = λ ρ(x)+ (1−λ )ρ(y) for all x,y ∈ S, λ ∈ [0;1]. For more details, the readers can refer to [8, 20].
Proposition 3.1. If (X,d, [., .]) is a CC space, then K(X) is a semiconvex set with Pλ (x,y) = [λ ,x ;1−λ ,y], x,y∈K(X),
λ ∈ [0;1].
Proof. It is easy to see that the axioms (S.i), (S.ii) and (S.iii) are implied by property (2.4), (CC.i) and (CC.ii) respec-
tively.
The following proposition establishes a metric cancellation law in K(X) and it plays the key role in obtaining the
embedding theorem.
Proposition 3.2. (Metric cancellation law) Let X is a CC space and x,y,z ∈ K(X), λ ∈ [0;1]. Then,
d([λ ,x;1−λ ,y], [λ ,x;1−λ ,z]) = (1−λ )d(y,z).
In particular, the algebraic cancellation law holds, i.e., if [λ ,x ;1− λ ,y] = [λ ,x ;1− λ ,z] for some λ ∈ [0;1), then
y = z.
Proof. If λ = 0 or λ = 1, then the conclusion is trivial. We now consider λ ∈ (0;1).
Step 1. - The first auxiliary result: If λk ⊂ (0;1) and λk → 0, then [λk,u;1−λk,Kv]→ Kv as k → ∞ for u,v ∈ X. It
is easy to see due to
d([λk,u;1−λk,Kv],Kv) = d([λk,u;1−λk,Kv], [λk,Kv;1−λk,Kv])6 λkd(u,Kv)→ 0
as k → ∞.
- The second auxiliary result: If u,v ∈ K(X) then d([λ ,u;1− λ ,v],u) = (1− λ )d(u,v) and d([λ ,u;1− λ ,v],v) =
λ d(u,v). Indeed, by (CC.iv) and (2.5)
d([λ ,u;1−λ ,v],u) = d([λ ,u;1−λ ,v], [λ ,u;1−λ ,u])6 (1−λ )d(u,v)
d([λ ,u;1−λ ,v],v) = d([λ ,u;1−λ ,v], [λ ,v;1−λ ,v])6 λ d(u,v)
and by triangular inequality,
d(u,v)6 d([λ ,u;1−λ ,v],u)+ d([λ ,u;1−λ ,v],v)6 (1−λ )d(u,v)+λ d(u,v) = d(u,v).
Thus, d([λ ,u;1−λ ,v],u) = (1−λ )d(u,v) and d([λ ,u;1−λ ,v],v) = λ d(u,v).
Step 2. We denote by m(x,y) = [1/2,x;1/2,y] the midpoint of x,y and it is easy to see that m(x,y) also belongs to
K(X). By (CC.iv) we have
d(m(x,y),m(x,z)) = d([1/2,x;1/2,y], [1/2,x;1/2,z])6 2−1d(y,z).
A set of four ordered points (x,y,z, t) is called parallelogram (according to this order) if m(x,z) = m(y, t). In this
step, we will prove that if (x,y,z, t) is a parallelogram then d(x,y) = d(t,z). Without loss of generality, assume that
d(x,y)> d(t,z). Now it is sufficient to prove that d(x,y)6 d(t,z). Putting m(x,z) = m(y, t) = m1, we have
d(m1,m(y,z)) = d(m(y, t),m(y,z)) 6 2−1d(t,z),
d(m1,m(y,z)) = d(m(z,x),m(z,y)) 6 2−1d(x,y). (3.1)
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Moreover,
m(m(x, t),m(y,z)) = [1/2, [1/2,x;1/2, t];1/2, [1/2,y;1/2,z]]= [1/4,x;1/4,y;1/4,z;1/4, t]
= [1/2, [1/2,x;1/2,z];1/2, [1/2,y;1/2, t]]= [1/2,m1;1/2,m1] = m1,
it means that m1 is also the midpoint of m(x, t) and m(y,z). Thus d(m1,m(y,z)) = 2−1d(m(x, t),m(y,z)) by Step 1.
Combining with (3.1) we obtain
d(m(x, t),m(y,z)) 6 d(t,z) and d(m(x, t),m(y,z)) 6 d(x,y). (3.2)
On the other hand,
m(x,m(y,z)) = [1/2,x;1/2, [1/2,y;1/2,z]] = [1/2,x;1/4,y;1/4,z] = [1/4,x;1/4,y;1/2,m1]
= [1/4,x;1/4,y;1/2, [1/2,y;1/2, t]]= [1/4,x;1/2,y;1/4, t] = m(y,m(x, t))
and it implies that (x,y,m(y,z),m(x, t)) is a parallelogram. Applying (3.2), we obtain
d
(
m(2)(x, t),m(2)(y,z)
)
6 d(m(x, t),m(y,z)) 6 d(t,z) and d
(
m(2)(x, t),m(2)(y,z)
)
6 d(x,y),
where m(2)(x, t) = m(x,m(x, t)) = [3/4,x;1/4, t], m(2)(y,z) = m(y,m(y,z)) = [3/4,y;1/4,z]. Continuing this process,
we derive
d
(
m(k)(x, t),m(k)(y,z)
)
6 d(t,z) and d
(
m(k)(x, t),m(k)(y,z)
)
6 d(x,y) for all k ∈ N,k > 3 (3.3)
with m(k)(x, t) = m
(
x,m(k−1)(x, t)
)
=
[
(2k − 1)/2k,x;1/2k, t
]
, m(k)(y,z) =
[
(2k − 1)/2k,y;1/2k,z
]
. Taking k → ∞ in
(3.3), applying Step 1 and the continuity of metric d, we obtain d(x,y)6 d(t,z). This completes Step 2.
Step 3. The proposition will be completed in this step. Putting u = [λ ,x;1− λ ,y], v = [λ ,x;1− λ ,z] and w =
[λ ,y;1−λ ,z], we get
m(u,w) = [1/2, [λ ,x;1−λ ,y];1/2, [λ ,y;1−λ ,z]]= [λ/2,x;1/2,y;(1−λ )/2,z]
m(v,y) = [1/2, [λ ,x;1−λ ,z];1/2,y] = [λ/2,x;1/2,y;(1−λ )/2,z].
Thus, (u,v,w,y) is a parallelogram and it follows from Step 2 that d(u,v) = d(y,w). On the other hand, d(y,w) =
d(y, [λ ,y;1−λ ,z]) = (1−λ )d(y,z) by Step 1, so d(u,v) = (1−λ )d(y,z). The proposition is proved.
Theorem 3.3. Let (X,d, [., .]) be a complete and convexifiable CC space. Then, there exist a Banach space (E,‖.‖)
and a map j : X→ E, where j(X) = F is a subset of E such that
(i) F is closed and convex;
(ii) j([λ ,x ;1−λ ,y]) = λ j(x)+ (1−λ ) j(y) for every x,y ∈ X, λ ∈ [0;1];
(iii) d(x,y) = ‖ j(x)− j(y)‖ for all x,y ∈ X.
Furthermore, if X is separable then E is also separable.
Proof. Since X is convexifiable, it follows from Proposition 3.1, Proposition 3.2 and the result of ´Swirszck [20] men-
tioned above that there exist a vector space (V,+, .) and an one-to-one correspondence ρ : X→ ρ(X) = U ⊂ V such
that U is a convex subset of V and ρ([λ ,x;1− λ ,y]) = λ ρ(x)+ (1−λ )ρ(y) for all x,y ∈ X, λ ∈ [0;1]. Thanks to
translation, we can assume without loss of generality that 0 := 0V ∈ U and denote ρ−1(0) = θ ∈ X. This ensures that
if u belongs to U then λ u also belongs to U whenever λ ∈ [0;1], moreover λ u = ρ([λ ,x;1−λ ,θ ]), where ρ(x) = u.
The metric structure on U is induced naturally from the corresponding one on X, and we also use symbol d to denote
the metric on U. Namely, if u = ρ(x), v = ρ(y) ∈U, then d(u,v) = d(ρ(x),ρ(y)) = d(x,y). Thus, if (X,d) is complete
(resp. separable) then (U,d) is also complete (resp. separable). From Proposition 3.2, we have
d(λ u,λ v) = d([λ ,x;1−λ ,θ ], [λ ,y;1−λ ,θ ]) = λ d(x,y) = λ d(u,v), for λ ∈ [0;1] and u,v ∈U. (3.4)
Let us denote by K = {λ u : u ∈ U,λ > 0} the subset of V containing U. For x,y ∈ K, they will have form x = αu,
y = β v with α,β > 0, u,v ∈ U, then x+ y = αu+β v = (α +β )( αα+β u+ βα+β v). It implies from the convexity of U
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that αα+β u+
β
α+β v ∈U. Hence, x+ y ∈K and K is a convex cone of V. We define the mapping d∗ : K×K→ [0,∞) as
follows:
d∗(0,0) = d(0,0) = 0;
d∗(x,y) = d∗(αu,β v) = (α +β ).d
( α
α +β u,
β
α +β v
)
, for x = αu,y = β v,α,β > 0,α +β > 0,u,v ∈ U.
The mapping d∗ is well-defined, independent of the choice of αu and β v. To see this, let x = α ′u′,y = β ′v′, α ′,β ′ > 0,
u′,v′ ∈ U, then αu = α ′u′, β ′v′ = β v and using (3.4) (note that in degeneration cases α +β = 0 or α ′+β ′ = 0, the
proof is trivial),
d∗(αu,β v) = (α +β ).d
( α
α +β u,
β
α +β v
)
= (α +β +α ′+β ′).d
( α
α +β +α ′+β ′ u,
β
α +β +α ′+β ′ v
)
= (α +β +α ′+β ′).d
( α ′
α +β +α ′+β ′ u
′,
β ′
α +β +α ′+β ′ v
′
)
= (α ′+β ′).d
( α ′
α ′+β ′ u
′,
β ′
α ′+β ′ v
′
)
= d∗(α ′u′,β ′v′).
It is clear that if (x,y) ∈ U×U then d∗(x,y) = d(x,y), and (3.4) can be extended for (x,y,λ ) from U×U× [0;1] to
K×K× [0,∞) by
d∗(λ x,λ y) = d∗(λ αu,λ β v) = λ (α +β ).d
( α
α +β u,
β
α +β v
)
= λ d∗(αu,β v) = λ d∗(x,y), (3.5)
for λ > 0 and x,y ∈ K. We now show that d∗ is a metric on K. Indeed, the symmetry and non-negative of d∗ are
clear. If d∗(x,y) = 0 then d
(
α
α+β u,
β
α+β v
)
= 0 and we obtain αα+β u =
β
α+β v. It follows αu = β v and x = y. Now for
x = αu,y = β v,z = γw ∈K, u,v,w ∈ U,α,β ,γ > 0, applying (3.5)
d∗(x,y) = (α +β + γ).d∗
( α
α +β + γ u,
β
α +β + γ v
)
= (α +β + γ).d
( α
α +β + γ u,
β
α +β + γ v
)
6 (α +β + γ).d
( α
α +β + γ u,
γ
α +β + γ w
)
+(α +β + γ).d
( γ
α +β + γ w,
β
α +β + γ v
)
= d∗(αu,γw)+ d∗(γw,β v) = d∗(x,z)+ d∗(z,y),
we obtain the triangular inequality. On the other hand,
d∗(x+ z,y+ z) = d∗(αu+ γw,β v+ γw)
= 2(α +β + γ).d
( α
2(α +β + γ)u+
γ
2(α +β + γ)w ,
β
2(α +β + γ)v+
γ
2(α +β + γ)w
)
= 2(α +β + γ).d
( α
2(α +β + γ)u ,
β
2(α +β + γ)v
)
= d∗(αu,β v) = d∗(x,y),
it means that the metric d∗ satisfies the cancellation law in K. Recall that in degeneration cases, the proofs of triangular
inequality and cancellation law are easy and we omit them. Applying Ra˚dstro¨m’s embedding theorem ([15], Theorem
1), there exist a real normed linear space (B,‖.‖) and a map j˜ : K → j˜(K) = W ⊂ B such that: (a) j˜(λ x+ µy) =
λ j˜(x)+ µ j˜(y) for x,y ∈ K and λ ,µ > 0; (b) d∗(x,y) = ‖ j˜(x)− j˜(y)‖ for all x,y ∈ K; (c) W is a convex cone of B.
Moreover, we can choose the normed linear space such that it is complete, i.e., B is a Banach space (if necessary, we
denote by B the completion of B and embed K to B). It is not hard to check that j˜(U) is a convex subset contained in
B, complete under the metric induced by the norm of B. Putting j = j˜◦ρ : X→ B and F = j(X), we find that F is a
closed, convex subset of B, moreover j(θ ) = 0. Define E to be the closed linear subspace of B generated by F. It is
easy to check that the subspace E is a Banach space and the conclusions (i), (ii), (iii) of theorem hold. The remaining
conclusion when X is separable, then F is too and this implies the separability of E, so this observation completes the
proof.
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In 2011, Brown [2] introduced the notion of convex-like structure in metric space and it was suitably restated in
[3] as follows. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Take X(n) = X× ·· · ×X to be the n-fold Cartesian product
and Probn the set of probability measures on the n-element set {1,2, . . . ,n} endowed with the ℓ1-metric ‖µ − ν‖ =
∑ni=1 |µ(i)− ν(i)|. We say that (X,d) has a convex-like structure if for every n ∈ N and µ ∈ Probn there is given a
continuous map γµ : X(n) → X such that
(γ.1) γµ(x1, . . . ,xn) = γµ◦σ (xσ(1), . . . ,xσ(n)) for every permutation σ of {1, . . . ,n};
(γ.2) if x1 = x2, then γµ(x1,x2, . . . ,xn) = γν (x1,x3, . . . ,xn), where ν ∈ Probn−1 is given by ν(1) = µ(1)+µ(2) and
ν( j) = µ( j+ 1), 2 6 j 6 n− 1;
(γ.3) if µ(i) = 1, then γµ(x1, . . . ,xn) = xi;
(γ.4) d(γµ(x1, . . . ,xn),γµ(y1, . . . ,yn))6 ∑ni=1 µ(i)d(xi,yi) for all y1, . . . ,yn ∈ X;
(γ.5) for all µ1 ∈ Probn, µ2 ∈ Probm, ν ∈ Prob2, then γν(γµ1(x1, . . . ,xn),γµ2(y1, . . . ,ym))= γη(x1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,ym),
where η ∈ Probn+m is given by η(i) = ν(1)µ1(i),1 6 i 6 n and η( j+ n) = ν(2)µ2( j),1 6 j 6 m.
Proposition 3.4. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Then, X is a convexifiable CC space if and only if X has
a convex-like structure. In other words, a convexifiable CC space and metric space with a convex-like structure are
identical.
Proof. On X, when a convex-like structure and a convex combination operation determine each other by the identity
γµ(x1, . . . ,xn) = [µ(1),x1; . . . ; µ(n),xn] for µ ∈ Probn,
then the axioms (γ.1) and (γ.4) are equivalent to the axioms (CC.i) and (CC.iv) respectively.
- Suppose that X is a convexifiable CC space. Then the axioms (γ.2), (γ.3), (γ.5) follow from (2.5), Remark 1, (2.1)
respectively. Hence X has convex-like structure.
- Suppose that X has a convex-like structure. Then, the axiom (CC.ii) follows from (γ.5); axiom (CC.v) is satisfied
thanks to (γ.2) and in this case, the operation [., .] is unbiased. In order that X becomes a convexifiable CC space, it
remains to check the axiom (CC.iii). Namely, for u,v ∈ X and λk → λ ∈ (0;1), we need to prove that γλk,1−λk(u,v)→
γλ ,1−λ (u,v) as k → ∞, where γλ ,1−λ is a convenient notation of γµ for µ ∈ Prob2, µ(1) = λ ,µ(2) = 1− λ . For
0 < α 6 β < 1,
d(γα ,1−α(u,v),γβ ,1−β (u,v)) = d(γη (u,v,v),γη (u,u,v)) (by (γ.2) with η(1) = α,η(2) = β −α,η(3) = 1−β )
6 (β −α)d(u,v) (by (γ.4)).
Changing the role of α,β , we obtain d(γα ,1−α(u,v),γβ ,1−β (u,v)) 6 |β −α|d(u,v) for α,β ∈ (0;1). Applying this
inequality, we have (CC.iii).
Remark 2. After all proofs in this paper completed, we have just been known the notion of convex-like structure
by the supplying of Tobias Fritz and have been aware that a similar result to Theorem 3.3 was established before by
Capraro and Fritz in [3]. In their work, they proved that a convex-like structure is affinely and isometrically isomorphic
to a closed convex subset of a Banach space ([3], Theorem 9). Combining this result with Proposition 3.4 above, a
convexifiable CC space also can be embedded into Banach space. However, the scheme for embedding in our proof
is slightly different from theirs, our final goal for embedding is to apply Ra˚dstro¨m’s result. To be more specific, in
[3], Theorem 9: Convex-like structure on X→ establish algebraic cancellation law → embed X into vector space (by
Stone’s embedding) → prove the translation-invariant of metric → extend metric to affine hull and to whole vector
space which becomes Banach space; while in Theorem 3.3: Convexifiable CC space X→ establish metric cancellation
law and as its corollary, obtain algebraic cancellation law → embed X into vector space (by ´Swirszck’s embedding)→
construct convex cone containing X and metric in this cone → embed into Banach space (by Ra˚dstro¨m’s embedding).
Therefore, we still present Theorem 3.3 as an independent rediscovery of Theorem 9 in [3].
4 Applications
Throughout Section 4 and Section 5, (Ω,F ,P) is a complete probability space without atoms, for A ∈F , the notation
I(A) (or IA) is the indicator function of A.
Suppose that (X,d) is a metric space and G is a sub-σ -algebra of F . A mapping X : Ω → X is said to be G -
measurable if X−1(B) ∈ G for all B ∈ B(X), where B(X) is the Borel σ -algebra on X. An F -measurable mapping
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will be called random element and when a random element X takes finite values in X, it is called a simple random
element. A random element X : Ω → X is said to be p-order integrable (p > 0) if d p(u,X) is an integrable real-valued
random variable for some u ∈ X and when p = 1, X is said to be integrable briefly. Note that this definition does
not depend on the selection of element u. The space (of equivalence classes) of all G -measurable, p-order integrable
random elements in X will be denoted by Lp
X
(G ). We also use Lp
X
to denote Lp
X
(F ) and the metric on Lp
X
(G ) is defined
by ∆p(X ,Y ) = (Ed p(X ,Y ))1/p, p > 1.
The distribution PX of an X-valued random element X is defined by PX(B) = P(X−1(B)),∀B ∈ B(X), and two
X-valued random elements X ,Y are said to be identically distributed if PX = PY . The collection of X-valued random
elements {Xi, i∈ I} is said to be independent (resp. pairwise independent) if the collection of σ -algebras {σ(Xi), i ∈ I}
is independent (resp. pairwise independent), where σ(X) = {X−1(B),B ∈B(X)}.
Next, we recall some notions introduced by Tera´n and Molchanov [21]. Assume that (X,d) is a separable and com-
plete CC space. For a simple random element X = [IΩi ,xi]ni=1, the expectation of X is defined by EX = [P(Ωi),Kxi]ni=1.
It is easy to prove that if X ,Y are simple random elements, then d(EX ,EY )6 Ed(X ,Y ).
We fix u0 ∈ K(X) (by (CC.v), K(X) 6= /0) and u0 will be considered as the special element of X. Since the metric
space X is separable, there exists a countable dense subset {u j, j > 1} of X. For each n > 1, we define the mapping
ψn : X→ X such that ψn(x) = umn(x), where mn(x) is the smallest i ∈ {0, . . . ,n} such that d(ui,x) = min06 j6n d(u j,x).
Then, d(u0,ψn(x))6 2d(u0,x) for all n and all x ∈ X.
Since X is separable and complete, an integrable X-valued random element can be approximated by a sequence
of simple random elements. Namely, for X ∈ L1
X
then X = limn→∞ ψn(X) and the expectation of X is defined by
EX = limn→∞ Eψn(X). By the approximation method, we also prove that if X ,Y ∈ L1X, then d(EX ,EY )6 Ed(X ,Y ).
A set A ⊂ X is called convex if [λi,ui]ni=1 ∈ A for all ui ∈ A and positive numbers λi that sum to 1. For A ⊂ X, we
denote as coA the convex hull of A, which is the smallest convex subset containing A, and coA is the closure of coA
in X. Let k(X) (resp. ck(X)) be the set of nonempty compact (resp. convex compact) subsets of X and denote by
DX the Hausdorff metric on k(X), that is DX(A,B) =max{supa∈A infb∈B d(a,b),supb∈B infa∈A d(b,a)} for A,B∈ k(X).
It follows from Theorem 6.2 [21] that if X is a separable complete CC space, then the space k(X) with the convex
combination
[λi,Ai]ni=1 = {[λi,ui]ni=1 : ui ∈ Ai, for all i}
and Hausdorff metric DX is a separable complete CC space, where the convexification operator Kk(X) is given by
Kk(X)A = coKX(A) = co{KXu : u ∈ A}.
This is a nice feature of CC space. Based on this property, if a result holds for elements in CC space then it can be
uplifted to the space of nonempty compact subsets. In addition, Kk(X)(k(X)) = ck(KX(X)) by Proposition 5.1 in next
section. Further details can be found in [21].
From now until the end of paper, we always assume that (X,d) is a separable and complete CC space. Proposition
2.1 implies that (K(X),d) is also separable, complete and convexifiable CC space. Therefore, it follows from Theorem
3.3 that K(X) can be embedded isometrically as a closed, convex subset of separable Banach space E via mapping j.
Moreover, if X is an integrable X-valued random element, then KX is an integrable K(X)-valued random element.
4.1 On some properties of expectation
Theorem 4.1. Let X be an integrable X-valued random element. Then, j(EX) = j(E(KX)) = E j(KX) where j :
K(X)→ E is the mapping mentioned in Theorem 3.3 and E j(KX) is the Bochner integral of j(KX). In particular, if X
is an integrable K(X)-valued random element, then j(EX) = E j(X).
Proof. First, observe that j(KX) is a Borel-measurable random element in separable Banach space E and E‖ j(KX)‖=
Ed(θ ,KX) 6 Ed(θ ,X) < ∞, where the element θ was mentioned in proof of Theorem 3.3. This remark ensures for
the existence of Bochner integral of j(KX). Next, Lemma 3.3 in [22] implies that EX = E(KX), hence it is sufficient
to prove j(E(KX)) = E j(KX). It will be done via using the technique of approximation by simple random elements.
If X is simple, i.e., X = [IΩi ,xi]ni=1, then
j(E(KX)) = j([P(Ωi),Kxi]ni=1) =
n
∑
i=1
P(Ωi) j(Kxi) = E j(KX).
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In general case X ∈ L1
X
, there exists a sequence of simple random elements {Xn = ψn(X)}n>1 such that Ed(Xn,X)→ 0
and EXn → EX as n → ∞. Since the convexification operator K is non-expansive with respect to metric d, we have
d(E(KXn),E(KX))6 Ed(KXn,KX)6 Ed(Xn,X)→ 0. On the other hand, the continuity of mappings j and K follows
that j(KXn)→ j(KX), moreover
‖ j(KXn)‖= d(KXn,θ )6 d(Xn,θ )6 d(Xn,u0)+ d(u0,θ )6 2d(X ,u0)+ d(u0,θ ) ∈ L1R.
Applying the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem in R and combining with the case above, we obtain
j(E(KX)) = j( lim
n→∞
E(KXn)
)
= lim
n→∞
j(E(KXn)) = lim
n→∞
E j(KXn) = E j(KX).
The proof is completed.
By Theorem 4.1, we immediately derive the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. 1) For Xi ∈ L1X, we have E([λ1,X1;λ2,X2]) = [λ1,EX1;λ2,EX2].
2) Suppose that X ∈ L1
X
and ξ be a real-valued random variable such that 0 < ξ < 1 a.s. If ξ and X are independent,
then E([ξ ,X ;1− ξ ,u]) = [Eξ ,EX ;1−Eξ ,Ku], u ∈ X.
3) Let ξ be a real-valued random variable such that 0 < ξ < 1 a.s. Then E([ξ ,u;1− ξ ,v]) = [Eξ ,Ku;1−Eξ ,Kv] for
all u,v ∈ X.
Proof. Applying Theorem 4.1 and property (2.3), we have
j(E([λ1,X1;λ2,X2])) = E j([λ1,KX1;λ2,KX2]) = E(λ1 j(KX1)+λ2 j(KX2))
= λ1 j(EX1)+λ2 j(EX2) = j([λ1,EX1;λ2,EX2]).
j(E([ξ ,X ;1− ξ ,u])) = E j([ξ ,KX ;1− ξ ,Ku]) = E(ξ . j(KX))+ (1−Eξ ) j(Ku)
= Eξ .E j(KX)+ (1−Eξ ) j(Ku) = j([Eξ ,EX ;1−Eξ ,Ku]).
j(E([ξ ,u;1− ξ ,v])) = E(ξ . j(Ku)+ (1− ξ ) j(Kv)) = j([Eξ ,Ku;1−Eξ ,Kv]).
The proof is completed by the injection of j. Note that the conclusions in this corollary can be proved directly by using
the technique of approximation by simple random elements.
Consider a mapping ϕ : X → R, it will be called convex if ϕ([λi,xi]ni=1) 6 ∑ni=1 λiϕ(xi), for all x1, . . . ,xn ∈ X,
λ1, . . . ,λn ∈ (0;1),∑ni=1 λi = 1; It will be called midpoint convex if ϕ([1/2,x;1/2,y]) 6 (ϕ(x) + ϕ(y))/2 for every
x,y ∈ X; It will be called lower semicontinuous if ϕ(x) 6 liminfn ϕ(xn) whenever xn → x; It will be called affine if
both ϕ and −ϕ are convex. If X is convexifiable, then the notions of convex and affine can be extended for weights
λ1, . . . ,λn ∈ [0;1]. It is easy to see that if f is affine, then so is f + c for every c ∈ R. Denote by X′ the set of all
continuous affine mappings f : X→R.
Lemma 4.3. If X is convexifiable and X has more than one element, then X′ separates points of X. In other words, if
f (x) = f (y) for all f ∈ X′, then x = y.
Proof. Assume that there exist two elements x,y ∈ X and x 6= y such that f (x) = f (y) for all f ∈ X′. Let (E,‖.‖) be
the Banach space with dual E∗ and j : X→ E ⊃ F = j(X) is the mapping as in Theorem 3.3. Since f is affine on X,
f˜ = f◦ j−1 is also affine on F, where j−1 : F→X is inverse mapping of j. We denote X˜′ = { f˜ = f◦ j−1 : F→R, f ∈X′}
and F∗ = {g|F : F→R,g|F is restriction of g∈ E∗ on F}. It is easy to see that F∗ ⊂ X˜′ and X′
κ
= X˜′ (the notation A κ= B
means that there exists an one-to-one correspondence κ : A → B). It follows from x 6= y that j(x) 6= j(y) and by the
Hahn-Banach separation theorem, there exists h ∈ E∗ such that h( j(x)) 6= h( j(y)). Moreover, since j(x), j(y) ∈ F, we
have h|F( j(x)) 6= h|F( j(y)). Choosing f = (h|F)◦ j, we obtain f ∈ X′ and f (x) 6= f (y), this is the contradiction. It
implies x = y, so X′ separates points of X.
Remark 3. If X is not convexifiable, then X′ does not separate points of X in general. Indeed, let (X,‖.‖) be the
separable Banach space and denote by d the metric associated with norm ‖.‖. For r > 1, we consider the operation
r[., .] on X as follows: r[λi,xi]ni=1 =∑ni=1 λ ri xi. As shown in Example 5 in [21], r[., .] is the convex combination operation
(r-th power combination) on (X,d) and the corresponding convexification operator Krx = 0 for all x ∈ X. It implies
that Kr(X) = {0} and X is not convexifiable. For x ∈ X and f ∈ X′ arbitrarily, f
(
r[n−1,x]ni=1
)
= ∑ni=1 n−1 f (x) = f (x)
for all n. Taking n → ∞ and using the continuity of f , we have f (x) = f (Krx) = f (0). It means that f is a constant
function on X, so X′ contains only constant functions (moreover X′ κ= R). Hence, X′ does not separate points of X.
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Theorem 4.4. Let X be a convexifiable CC space and X be an integrable X-valued random element. Then,
(i) f (X) ∈ L1
R
for all f ∈X′;
(ii) An element m ∈X is the expectation of X if and only if f (m) = E f (X) for all f ∈ X′;
Proof. Throughout this proof, we use the notations as in Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 4.3.
(i) We will prove that for each f ∈ X′, there exists a constant C such that | f (x)| 6C(d(θ ,x)+ 1) for all x ∈ X. To
do this, it is sufficient to prove that for each f˜ ∈ X˜′, | f˜ (x)| 6C(‖x‖+ 1) for all x ∈ F. Assume to the contrary that the
conclusion does not hold, then there exists a sequence {xn}n>1 ⊂ F such that | f˜ (xn)| > n(‖xn‖+ 1) for all n. Since
0 < ((1+ ‖xn‖)n)−1 6 1 for all n > 1 and 0 ∈ F, the convexity of F implies xn(1+‖xn‖)n ∈ F. We have
f˜
( xn
(1+ ‖xn‖)n
)
= f˜
( 1
(1+ ‖xn‖)n
.xn +
(
1−
1
(1+ ‖xn‖)n
)
.0
)
=
1
(1+ ‖xn‖)n
f˜ (xn)+
(
1−
1
(1+ ‖xn‖)n
)
f˜ (0).
It follows
∣∣∣ f˜( xn
(1+ ‖xn‖)n
)
−
(
1− 1
(1+ ‖xn‖)n
)
f˜ (0)
∣∣∣= | f˜ (xn)|
(1+ ‖xn‖)n
> 1 for all n. (4.1)
Taking n → ∞, the continuity of f˜ implies that the LHS of (4.1) tends to 0, this is the contradiction. Therefore,
| f (X)|6C(d(θ ,X)+ 1) and this inequality implies f (X) ∈ L1
R
.
(ii) Since X ∈ L1
X
, the conclusion (i) ensures for the existence of E f (X) for all f ∈ X′. The necessity part of (ii)
is easy, it can be proved through using the technique of approximation by simple random elements, so we omit the
proof. We now prove the sufficiency part. Assume that f (m) = E f (X) for all f ∈ X′, the necessity part follows that
f (m) = f (EX) for all f ∈ X′. If X has one element, then EX = m obviously. If X has more than one element, then
applying Lemma 4.3, we obtain m = EX .
Note that for f ∈ X′,
f (Kx) = f ( lim
n→∞
[n−1,x]ni=1
)
= lim
n→∞
n−1
n
∑
i=1
f (x) = f (x)
for all x ∈ X. Hence, the following corollary is obtained immediately from Theorem 4.4.
Corollary 4.5. Let X be a CC space and X be an integrable X-valued random element. Then, f (X) = f (KX) ∈ L1
R
for all f ∈ X′ ⊂ (K(X))′ and an element m ∈ K(X) is the expectation of X if and only if f (m) = E f (KX) for all
f ∈ (K(X))′.
Proposition 4.6. ([22], Theorem 3.1) Let ϕ : X→ R be midpoint convex and lower semicontinuous, and let X be an
integrable X-valued random element. Then ϕ(EX)6 Eϕ(X) whenever ϕ(X) is integrable.
Proof. This proposition established Jensen’s inequality in CC space and it is a main result of Tera´n [22]. It was proved
nicely in [22] by using SLLN. Beside the approach of Tera´n, we will present in this proof another method through
combining embedding theorem and a corresponding version of Jensen’s inequality in Banach space. First, we will
prove that if ϕ : X → R is midpoint convex and lower semicontinuous then ϕ(Kx) 6 ϕ(x), x ∈ X. Indeed, since
[n−1,x]ni=1 → Kx, the subsequence
{
[2−m,x]2mi=1
}
m>1 also tends to Kx when m → ∞. Applying the first part of proof of
Proposition 5.3 (will be given in next section), we have
ϕ(Kx) = ϕ
(
lim
m→∞
[2−m,x]2mi=1
)
6 liminf
m→∞
ϕ
(
[2−m,x]2mi=1
)
6 liminf
m→∞
2−m
2m
∑
i=1
ϕ(x) = ϕ(x).
This reason implies ϕ(KX) 6 ϕ(X), in particular ϕ+(KX) 6 ϕ+(X) where ϕ+ = max{0,ϕ}. We now consider two
cases as follows:
Case 1. ϕ(KX) is integrable. This implies that Eϕ(KX) is finite and Eϕ(KX) 6 Eϕ(X). With j−1 : F→ K(X),
putting ϕ˜ = ϕ◦ j−1 : F→ R, we derive
ϕ˜(x/2+ y/2) = ϕ
(
[1/2, j−1(x) ;1/2, j−1(y)])6 (ϕ◦ j−1(x)+ϕ◦ j−1(y))/2 = (ϕ˜(x)+ ϕ˜(y))/2
for all x,y ∈ F, it means that ϕ˜ is midpoint convex on F. Since ϕ is lower semicontinuous on X and j−1 is isometric, ϕ˜
is lower semicontinuous on F. Then, ϕ˜ is midpoint convex as well as lower semicontinuous on F, it implies that ϕ˜ is
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convex on F. Applying Jensen’s inequality ([13], Theorem 3.10(ii)), we get ϕ˜(E( j(KX)))6 Eϕ˜( j(KX)). On the other
hand, Theorem 4.1 follows that ϕ˜( j(E(KX))) = ϕ˜(E( j(KX))), and this is equivalent to ϕ(E(KX)) = ϕ˜(E( j(KX))).
Combining the arguments above, we obtain ϕ(EX) = ϕ(E(KX))6 Eϕ(KX)6 Eϕ(X).
Case 2. ϕ(KX) is not integrable. Putting ϕn =max{−n,ϕ}, n= 1,2, . . ., we have ϕn ց ϕ and ϕn(KX) is integrable
for each n thanks to ϕ+ > ϕn > −n. It is not hard to check that {ϕ+,ϕn,n > 1} is also a collection of lower semi-
continuous and midpoint convex functions on X. According to Case 1, we obtain ϕn(EX)6 Eϕn(X) for all n. Taking
n → ∞ and using the monotone convergence theorem, we derive ϕ(EX)6 Eϕ(X). This completes the proof.
4.2 On notion of conditional expectation
The notion of conditional expectation of a random element taking values in concrete metric spaces was introduced by
some authors via various ways. For example, Herer [11] constructed this notion in finitely compact metric space with
nonnegative curvature. Sturm [19] dealt with problem in global NPC space and conditional expectation was defined as
a minimizer of the “variance”. Other definitions can be found in [4, 10, 16]. In this part, we will discuss the notion
of conditional expectation in CC space X and stress that all presented results below will extend corresponding ones in
Banach space. The scheme to construct this notion will be proceeded through approximation method traditionally.
Let X ∈ L1
X
. If X = [I(X=xi),xi]
n
i=1 is simple, then the conditional expectation of X relative to a σ -algebra G ⊂F is
defined by E(X |G ) = [E(I(X=xi)|G ),Kxi]
n
i=1 (A). With this definition, maybe the readers naturally wonder that why we
do not use another form of conditional expectation, such as E(X |G ) = [E(I(X=xi)|G ),xi]
n
i=1 (B). This can be clarified
that the definition (B) will not extend the notion of expectation when G = { /0,Ω}, and a more profound reason is that
(B) will depend on the representation of X while (A) will not (see property (2.5)). Hence, the definition (A) is more
suitable than (B).
From the definition (A) above, we can prove with some simple calculations that if X and Y are simple random
elements, then d(E(X |G ),E(Y |G )) 6 E(d(X ,Y )|G ) a.s., where G is some sub-σ -algebra of F . We now consider the
general case, let X be an integrable random element, i.e., X ∈ L1
X
, the condition expectation of X is defined (up to a
null set) by E(X |G ) = limn→∞ E(ψn(X)|G ) a.s., where the mapping ψn was mentioned in the first part of Section 4.
Note that the limit in the RHS exists due to the completeness of L1
X
(G ). It is easy to see from the above definition
that if X ∈ L1
X
then E(X |G ) ∈ L1K(X)(G ). Moreover, by applying approximation method and the Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem for conditional expectation in R, we also find d(E(X |G ),E(Y |G ))6 E(d(X ,Y )|G ) for X ,Y ∈ L1
X
and in particular, ‖E(X |G )‖a 6 E(‖X‖a|G ),a ∈ K(X).
First, we will establish the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem for conditional expectation in CC space.
Proposition 4.7. Let Xn,X be integrable X-valued random elements. Assume that the following hold:
(i) d(Xn,X)→ 0 a.s. as n→ ∞,
(ii) there exist a function f ∈ L1
R
and some a ∈ X such that ‖Xn‖a 6 f a.s. for all n.
Then d(E(Xn|G ),E(X |G ))→ 0 a.s. as n → ∞.
Proof. By triangular inequality, d(Xn,X) 6 ‖Xn‖a + ‖X‖a 6 f + ‖X‖a a.s. Since ‖X‖a + f ∈ L1R, it follows from the
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem for conditional expectation in R that
lim
n→∞
d(E(Xn|G ),E(X |G ))6 lim
n→∞
E(d(Xn,X)|G ) = E( lim
n→∞
d(Xn,X)|G ) = 0 a.s.
The proof is completed.
Theorem 4.8. Let X be an integrable X-valued random element. Then, j(E(X |G )) = j(E(KX |G )) = E( j(KX)|G )
a.s., where j : K(X)→ E is the mapping presented in Theorem 3.3.
Proof. As mentioned in Theorem 4.1, j(KX) is a random element in E and j(KX) ∈ L1
E
. Hence, there exists the
conditional expectation E( j(KX)|G ), moreover E( j(KX)|G ) ∈ j(K(X)) a.s. First, if X = [I(X=xi),xi]ni=1 is simple, then
by the definition of conditional expectation and the idempotence of K
E(KX |G ) = E([I(X=xi),Kxi]
n
i=1|G ) = [E(I(X=xi)|G ),KKxi]
n
i=1 = E(X |G ) a.s.
j(E(KX |G )) = j([E(I(X=xi)|G ),Kxi]ni=1) =
n
∑
i=1
E(I(X=xi)|G ) j(Kxi) = E( j(KX)|G ) a.s.
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Next, if X ∈ L1
X
then there exists a sequence {Xn,n > 1} of simple random elements such that Xn → X , ‖Xn‖u0 6
2‖X‖u0, E(Xn|G ) → E(X |G ) a.s. Applying Proposition 4.6, we obtain E(KXn|G ) → E(KX |G ) a.s. Moreover, it
follows from the previous case that E(KXn|G ) = E(Xn|G ) for all n, and the uniqueness of limit implies E(KX |G ) =
E(X |G ) a.s. Since j is continuous,
j(E(KX |G )) = j( lim
n→∞
E(KXn|G )
)
= lim
n→∞
j(E(KXn|G )) = lim
n→∞
E( j(KXn)|G ) = E( j(KX)|G ) a.s.,
where the last limit holds due to Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem for conditional expectation in Banach
space. The proof is completed.
It is well-known that definition of conditional expectation E(X |G ) via approximate method in separable Banach
space E is equivalent to the result: “For X ∈ L1
E
, then Y = E(X |G ) if and only if Y ∈ L1
E
(G ) and EXIA = EY IA for all
A ∈ G ”. The same equivalence in CC space will be established in following result and its proof is based on embedding
theorem.
Theorem 4.9. Let X ∈ L1
X
and a ∈ K(X). Then Y = E(X |G ) if and only if Y ∈ L1K(X)(G ) and E([IA,X ; IA,a]) =
E([IA,Y ; IA,a]) for all A ∈ G .
Proof. Necessary: If Y = E(X |G ) then Y ∈ L1K(X)(G ) obviously. For A ∈ G , by Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.8,
j(E([IA,Y ; IA,a])) = E(IA j(Y )+ IA j(a)) = E(IA j(E(X |G ))+ IA j(a)) = E(IAE( j(KX)|G )+ IA j(a))
= E(E(IA j(KX)|G )+ IA j(a)) = E(IA j(KX)+ IA j(a)) = j(E([IA,X ; IA,a])).
The injection of j implies E([IA,X ; IA,a]) = E([IA,Y ; IA,a]).
Sufficiency: Assume that there exists Y ∈ L1K(X)(G ) such that E([IA,X ; IA,a]) = E([IA,Y ; IA,a]) for all A ∈ G . We
now need to prove that Y = E(X |G ). Observe that the conditional expectation E(X |G ) exists due to X ∈ L1
X
. By the
hypothesis, we have j(E([IA,X ; IA,a])) = j(E([IA,Y ; IA,a])) for all A∈G , this is equivalent to E(IA j(KX)) =E(IA j(Y ))
for all A ∈ G . It is obvious that j(Y ) is G -measurable and integrable, so j(Y ) = E( j(KX)|G ). On the other hand,
E( j(KX)|G ) = j(E(X |G )) by Theorem 4.8. Thus j(Y ) = j(E(X |G )) and it follows that Y = E(X |G ).
The proposition below will give some basic properties of conditional expectation. The proof is easy thanks to
Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.8.
Proposition 4.10. Let X ,Y ∈ L1
X
. Then, the following hold for ω ∈ Ω a.s.:
1) E(E(X |G )) = EX.
2) If σ(X) and G are independent then E(X |G ) = EX.
3) If X is G -measurable then E(X |G ) = KX.
4) If ξ is a real-valued random variable with 0 < ξ < 1 and ξ is G -measurable, then
E([ξ ,X ;1− ξ ,Y ]|G ) = [ξ ,E(X |G );1− ξ ,E(Y |G )].
In particular, E([λ ,X ;1−λ ,Y ]|G ) = [λ ,E(X |G );1−λ ,E(Y |G )] for λ ∈ (0;1).
5) If G1,G2 are two σ -algebras and G1 ⊂ G2 then E(E(X |G1)|G2) = E(E(X |G2)|G1) = E(X |G1).
The Jensen inequality for conditional expectation in CC space will be given in the following proposition. Note here
that this result does not totally extend Proposition 4.6.
Proposition 4.11. Let ϕ : X→R be a midpoint convex and continuous function, sub-σ -algebra G ⊂F and let X ∈ L1
X
such that ϕ(X) ∈ L1
R
. Then ϕ(E(X |G ))6 E(ϕ(X)|G ) a.s.
Proof. Combining Jensen’s inequality for Banach-valued conditional expectation (e.g., see Theorem in [24]) with
embedding Theorem 3.3 and using simultaneously the same scheme as in proof of Proposition 4.6, we will have the
conclusion.
According to Theorem 4.4(i) and Proposition 4.11, we immediately derive the following corollary.
Corollary 4.12. 1) If X ∈ Lp
X
then ‖E(X |G )‖pa 6 E(‖X‖pa |G ) a.s., for arbitrarily a ∈ K(X), p > 1.
2) If X ∈ L1
X
then f (E(X |G )) = E( f (X)|G ) = E( f (KX)|G ) a.s. for all f ∈X′.
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Similar to Banach space, the notion of martingale in CC space can be defined as follows: Let {Xn,n > 1} ⊂ L1X and
{Fn,n > 1} be an increasing sequence of sub-σ -algebras of F . The collection {Xn,Fn,n> 1} is said to be martingale
if Xn is Fn-measurable and E(Xn+1|Fn) = Xn a.s. for all n > 1. Thanks to Corollary 4.12(1), it is easy to verify that
if {Xn,Fn,n > 1} is a martingale then {‖Xn‖pa ,Fn,n > 1} is a real-valued submartingale for a ∈ X, p > 1 arbitrarily.
The convergence of martingales will be established in proposition below.
Proposition 4.13. (i) Let {Fn,n > 1} be an increasing sequence of sub-σ -algebras of F and let F∞ = σ(∪n>1Fn).
If X ∈ Lp
X
with some p > 1, then E(X |Fn)→ E(X |F∞) a.s. and in LpX as n → ∞.
(ii) Let {F−n,n > 1} be a decreasing sequence of sub-σ -algebras of F and let F−∞ = ∩n>1F−n. If X ∈ LpX with
some p > 1, then E(X |F−n)→ E(X |F−∞) a.s. and in LpX as n → ∞.
Proof. With the hypothesis in (i) and (ii), {E(Xn|Fn),Fn,n > 1} is a martingale and {E(Xn|F−n),F−n,n > 1} is
an inverse martingale respectively. Combining convergence theorems for Banach space-valued martingales (e.g., see
Pisier [14], Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.14 for conclusion (i); Theorem in [14], Ch.I, Section 1.5 for conclusion (ii))
with the embedding Theorem 3.3, we obtain immediately the proof.
The last result in this section, we will establish a version of Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem in CC space. Let τ : Ω→Ω
be an F -measurable transformation. A transformation τ is a measure-preserving or, equivalently, P is said to be τ-
invariant measure, if P(τ−1(A)) = P(A) for all A ∈ F . A set A ∈ F satisfying τ−1(A) = A is said to be τ-invariant
set and the family of all τ-invariant sets will constitute a sub-σ -algebra Iτ of F . We say that τ is an ergodic if Iτ is
trivial, i.e., P(A) = 0 or P(A) = 1 whenever A ∈Iτ .
Theorem 4.14. Let τ be a measure-preserving transformation of the probability space (Ω,F ,P) and Iτ be the σ -
algebra of invariant events with respect to τ . If X ∈ L1
X
, then [n−1,X◦τ i]n−1i=0 → E(X |Iτ) a.s. as n → ∞.
Proof. Recall that in The´ore`me 3.1 in [16], Raynaud de Fitte proved a version of ergodic theorem in metric space
by using the technique of approximation by discrete range random elements. To prove our result, we will present
here another technique via using the embedding theorem. Since X is integrable, Theorem 3.2 in [17] implies that for
each natural number m, there exists a compact subset Ku,m = Km of X such that E(d(X ,u)I(X /∈ Km)) < 1/m and
without loss of generality, we can assume that Km ⊂ Km+1 for all m. For each n,m > 1, defining Ym,n−1 = X◦τn−1 if
X◦τn−1 ∈Km and Ym,n−1 = u if X◦τn−1 /∈Km, we have
d([n−1,X◦τ i]n−1i=0 ,E(X |Iτ))6d([n
−1,X◦τ i]n−1i=0 , [n
−1,Ym,i]n−1i=0 )+ d([n
−1,Ym,i]n−1i=0 , [n
−1,KYm,i]n−1i=0 )
+ d([n−1,KYm,i]n−1i=0 , [n
−1,KX◦τ i]n−1i=0 )+ d([n
−1,KX◦τ i]n−1i=0 ,E(X |Iτ)). (4.2)
We will estimate four parts in RHS of inequality (4.2) as follows. First, since Km∪{u} is compact and Ym,n ∈Km∪{u}
for each m, Proposition 5.5 (will be given in next section) follows d([n−1,Ym,i]n−1i=0 , [n−1,KYm,i]n−1i=0 )→ 0 as n → ∞.
Second, according to properties (2.3), (2.6) and the definition of Ym,n, we obtain
d([n−1,KYm,i]n−1i=0 , [n
−1,KX◦τ i]n−1i=0 )6 d([n
−1,Ym,i]n−1i=0 , [n
−1,X◦τ i]n−1i=0 )
6 n−1
n−1
∑
i=0
d(Ym,i,X◦τ i) = n−1
n−1
∑
i=0
d(X◦τ i,u)I(X◦τ i /∈Km) = n−1
n−1
∑
i=0
(d(X ,u)I(X /∈Km))◦τ i.
For each m, applying the classic Birkhoff ergodic theorem for real-valued random variable d(X ,u)I(X /∈ Km), we
derive
n−1
n−1
∑
i=0
(d(X ,u)I(X /∈Km))◦τ i → E(d(X ,u)I(X /∈Km)|Iτ ) a.s. as n → ∞.
Next, applying Theorem 3.3
d([n−1,KX◦τ i]n−1i=0 ,E(X |Iτ)) =
∥∥∥n−1 n−1∑
i=0
j(KX◦τ i)− j(E(X |Iτ))
∥∥∥= ∥∥∥n−1 n−1∑
i=0
j(KX)◦τ i−E( j(KX)|Iτ)
∥∥∥→ 0
a.s. as n → ∞, where the convergence comes from Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem for Banach-valued random element
j(KX) ([17], Ch.VI, Theorem 9.4). Combining above arguments, we obtain
limsup
n→∞
d([n−1,X◦τ i]n−1i=0 ,E(X |Iτ))6 2E(d(X ,u)I(X /∈Km)|Iτ) a.s. for all m.
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Finally, to get the conclusion of theorem, it is sufficient to prove that E(d(X ,u)I(X /∈ Km)|Iτ)→ 0 a.s. as m → ∞.
Observe that {E(d(X ,u)I(X /∈ Km)|Iτ ),m > 1} is a non-increasing sequence, so the almost surely convergence is
equivalent to the convergence in probability. For ε > 0 arbitrarily,
P(|E(d(X ,u)I(X /∈Km)|Iτ )|> ε)6 ε−1E(d(X ,u)I(X /∈Km))6 ε−1m−1 → 0 as m → ∞,
and this completes the proof of theorem.
5 Miscellaneous applications and remarks
Proposition 5.1. If X is a complete CC space, then Kk(X)(k(X)) = ck(KX(X)). So the CC space (ck(KX(X)),DX) can
be embedded isometrically into a Banach space such that convex combination structure is preserved.
Proof. For A ∈ Kk(X)(k(X)), there exists B ∈ k(X) such that A = Kk(X)B = coKX(B). It follows from the continuity
of KX that KX(B) ∈ k(KX(X)), so coKX(B) is a compact and convex subset of KX(X). It means A = coKX(B) ∈
ck(KX(X)), thus Kk(X)(k(X)) ⊂ ck(KX(X)). The inverse implication is easy to obtain thanks to the observation that
A = coKX(A) = Kk(X)A for A ∈ ck(KX(X)).
Lemma 3.3 in [18] established an inequality in CC space and it is a useful tool to obtain many limit theorems (see
[18, 23]). Now by applying Theorem 3.3, this lemma may be proved more easily as follows:
Proposition 5.2. ([18], Lemma 3.3) Let {ai,bi,1 6 i 6 n} ⊂ [0,1] be a collection of nonnegative constants with
∑ni=1 ai = ∑ni=1 bi = 1. Then d([ai,Kxi]ni=1, [bi,Kxi]ni=1)6 ∑ni=1 |ai− bi|d(xi,u), where x1, . . . ,xn,u ∈ X are arbitrary.
Proof. With the notations as in Theorem 3.3, we have
d([ai,Kxi]ni=1, [bi,Kxi]ni=1) =
∥∥∥ n∑
i=1
ai j(Kxi)−
n
∑
i=1
bi j(Kxi)
∥∥∥= ∥∥∥ n∑
i=1
(ai− bi) j(Kxi)
∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥ n∑
i=1
(ai− bi)( j(Kxi)− j(Ku))
∥∥∥6 n∑
i=1
|ai− bi|‖ j(Kxi)− j(Ku)‖
=
n
∑
i=1
|ai− bi|d(Kxi,Ku)6
n
∑
i=1
|ai− bi|d(xi,u),
where the last estimation follows from property (2.6).
Remark 4. The inequality
d([ai,xi]ni=1, [bi,xi]ni=1)6
n
∑
i=1
|ai− bi|d(xi,u) (5.1)
does not hold in general for x1, . . . ,xn ∈X. It will be shown via the following example:
Example 1. Let (X,‖.‖) be a Banach space and we consider the operator 2[λi,xi]ni=1 =∑ni=1 λ 2i xi. As shown in Example
5 of [21], (X,‖.‖, 2[., .]) is a CC space. For 0 6= x,y ∈X, we have
d
(2[4/5,x;1/5,y], 2[2/5,x;3/5,y])= ‖(16x/25+ y/25)− (4x/25+9y/25)‖= ‖12x/25− 8y/25‖.
Choosing y = −x/2, we get ‖12x/25− 8y/25‖= 16‖x‖/25. On the other hand, |4/5− 2/5|.‖x‖+ |1/5−3/5|.‖y‖=
3‖x‖/5 < 16‖x‖/25, so (5.1) fails with u = 0.
The result below is the Etemadi SLLN in CC space and it was proved in [21] via approximation method by simple
random elements. However, a different proof can be obtained by combining Etemadi’s SLLN in Banach space ([7],
Remark 2) with embedding Theorem 3.3 and using simultaneously the same scheme as in proof of Theorem 4.14.
Proposition 5.3. ([21], Theorem 5.1) Let {X ,Xn,n > 1} be a sequence of pairwise i.i.d. X-valued random elements.
Then, [n−1,Xi]ni=1 → EX a.s. as n → ∞.
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The following proposition will present a special form of Jensen’s equality and it plays an important role in es-
tablishing general case. This inequality can be prove easily by combining Theorem 3.3 and a corresponding version
in Banach space, moreover it was proved directly by Tera´n ([22], Lemma 3.2.). However, in proof of this inequality
below, we will give another direct manner which seems to be more simple than the one of Tera´n [22].
Proposition 5.4. Let ϕ :X→R be a midpoint convex function and {xi}ni=1 ⊂K(X) be a sequence of convex points of X.
If {qi}ni=1 is a sequence of positive rational numbers with ∑ni=1 qi = 1, then ϕ([qi,xi]ni=1)6 ∑ni=1 qiϕ(xi). Furthermore,
if ϕ is lower semicontinuous then ϕ([ri,xi]ni=1)6 ∑ni=1 riϕ(xi), where ri > 0, ∑ni=1 ri = 1.
Proof. The first case, we present the proof of inequality above when qi = 1/n, i = 1, . . . ,n. Namely, we now prove that
ϕ([n−1,xi]ni=1)6 n−1
n
∑
i=1
ϕ(xi). (5.2)
The proof of (5.2) is by induction on n. If n = 2, (5.2) holds clearly by definition of midpoint convex function. Suppose
that (5.2) holds for n = 2k (k ∈ N), we will prove that (5.2) also holds with n = 2k+1. Indeed, for {x1,x2, . . . ,x2k+1} ⊂
K(X), we obtain
ϕ
([
2−(k+1),xi
]2k+1
i=1
)
= ϕ
([
1/2,
[
2−k,xi
]2k
i=1 ;1/2,
[
2−k,xi
]2k+1
i=2k+1
])
6
1
2
ϕ
([
2−k,xi
]2k
i=1
)
+
1
2
ϕ
([
2−k,xi
]2k+1
i=2k+1
)
6
1
2k+1
2k
∑
i=1
ϕ(xi)+
1
2k+1
2k+1
∑
i=2k+1
ϕ(xi) =
1
2k+1
2k+1
∑
i=1
ϕ(xi).
Therefore, inequality (5.2) holds for all n = 2k (k ∈ N). Moreover, when n has form 2k, (5.2) holds not only for
{xi} ⊂K(X) but also for {xi} ⊂X. The next step, we will prove that if (5.2) is satisfied for n > 2 then it is also satisfied
for n− 1. Now let {x1,x2, . . . ,xn−1} ⊂ K(X) and denote xn = [(n− 1)−1,xi]n−1i=1 ∈ K(X), it follows from properties
(CC.i), (CC.ii), (2.5) and induction hypothesis that
ϕ([(n− 1)−1,xi]n−1i=1 ) = ϕ
([
n−1,x1;n−1,x2; . . . ;n−1,xn−1;n−1,
[
(n− 1)−1,xi
]n−1
i=1
])
= ϕ([n−1,xi]ni=1)6
1
n
n
∑
i=1
ϕ(xi) =
1
n
n−1
∑
i=1
ϕ(xi)+
1
n
ϕ(xn)
=
1
n
n−1
∑
i=1
ϕ(xi)+
1
n
ϕ([(n− 1)−1,xi]n−1i=1 ).
This implies that
ϕ([(n− 1)−1,xi]n−1i=1 )6
1
n− 1
n−1
∑
i=1
ϕ(xi).
The second case, when each qi is rational, it can be expressed as qi = ki/m, where m,ki are natural numbers for all
i = 1, . . . ,n. Then, we have
ϕ([qi,xi]ni=1) = ϕ([ki/m,xi]ni=1)
= ϕ
(
[m−1,x1; . . . ;m−1,x1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k1 times
; . . . ;m−1,xn; . . . ;m−1,xn︸ ︷︷ ︸
kn times
]
) (by (2.5))
6
k1
m
ϕ(x1)+ · · ·+
kn
m
ϕ(xn) =
n
∑
i=1
qiϕ(xi) (by (5.2)).
For the remaining conclusion, when ϕ is lower continuous and ri > 0. Then, each positive real number ri is the limit of
some sequence of positive and increasing rational numbers {qi j}∞j=1. Thus, by the continuity of convex combination
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operation, we obtain
ϕ([ri,xi]ni=1) = ϕ
(
lim
j→∞
[q1 j,x1; . . . ;qn j,xn;1− (q1 j + · · ·+ qn j),a]
) (for some a ∈ K(X))
6 liminf
j→∞
ϕ([q1 j,x1; . . . ;qn j,xn;1− (q1 j + · · ·+ qn j),a])
6 liminf
j→∞
(
q1 jϕ(x1)+ · · ·+ qn jϕ(xn)+ (1− (q1 j+ · · ·+ qn j))ϕ(a)
) (by the second case)
= lim
j→∞
(
q1 jϕ(x1)+ · · ·+ qn jϕ(xn)+ (1− (q1 j+ · · ·+ qn j))ϕ(a)
)
= r1ϕ(x1)+ · · ·+ rnϕ(xn).
Combining above arguments, the proposition is proved.
Since the embedding theorem is only available for convexifiable domain K(X) while initial conditions are usually
imposed on CC space X, it is necessary to estimate quantities in X with themselves in K(X) after affecting convexifi-
cation operation. The following proposition is such a result.
Proposition 5.5. Let K be a compact subset of X and {xn,n > 1} ⊂K . Then, d
(
[n−1,xi]
n
i=1, [n
−1,Kxi]ni=1
)
→ 0 as
n → ∞.
Proof. For ε > 0 arbitrarily, there exists a finite collection {t1, . . . , tm} of elements of K such that K ⊂ ∪mi=1B(ti,ε),
where B(u,r) = {x∈X : d(u,x)< r}. Denote A1 =K ∩B(t1,ε), . . . ,Al =K ∩B(tl ,ε)∩
{
∪l−1k=1 B(tk,ε)
}c
, l = 2, . . . ,m.
For each n, let us define yn = tl if xn ∈ Al , so d(xn,yn)< ε for all n. By triangular inequality and (2.6),
d
(
[n−1,xi]
n
i=1, [n
−1,Kxi]ni=1
)
6 d
(
[n−1,xi]
n
i=1, [n
−1,yi]ni=1
)
+ d
(
[n−1,yi]ni=1, [n
−1,Kyi]ni=1
)
+ d
(
[n−1,Kyi]ni=1, [n
−1,Kxi]ni=1
)
6 2n−1
n
∑
i=1
d(xi,yi)+ d
(
[n−1,yi]ni=1, [n
−1,Kyi]ni=1
)
6 2ε +(In).
We now show that (In) = d
(
[n−1,yi]ni=1, [n
−1,Kyi]ni=1
)
→ 0 as n → ∞. For each l = 1, . . . ,m, put
zl,n = card{1 6 i 6 n : yi = tl}, and Tn = {l : 1 6 l 6 m,zl,n > 0}, n > 1.
Then, {zl,n,n > 1} is the non-decreasing sequence for each l. By (CC.i) and property (2.1), we obtain
[n−1,yi]ni=1 =
[
n−1zl,n,
[
z−1l,n , tl
]zl,n
i=1
]
l∈Tn and [n
−1,Kyi]ni=1 =
[
n−1zl,n,
[
z−1l,n ,Ktl
]zl,n
i=1
]
j∈Tn =
[
n−1zl,n,Ktl
]
l∈Tn .
For each l = 1, . . . ,m, we have limn→∞ d([n−1, tl ]ni=1,Ktl) = 0 by the definition of K. Thus, there exists nε,m ∈ N such
that for all n > nε,m and for all l = 1, . . . ,m,
d([n−1, tl ]ni=1,Ktl)<
ε
m
. (5.3)
We put
Nl,ε,m = max
16k<nε,m
d
(
[k−1, tl ]ki=1,Ktl
)
, Nε,m = max
16l6m
Nl,ε,m
and choose the smallest integer number n′ε,m such that n′ε,m > ε−1m.Nε,m.nε,m. Now, for n > n′ε,m:
- If zl,n > nε,m, then it follows from (5.3) and n−1zl,n 6 1 that
zl,n
n
d
([
z−1l,n , tl
]zl,n
i=1,Ktl
)
<
ε
m
.
- If 0 < zl,n < nε,m, then
zl,n
n
d
([
z−1l,n , tl
]zl,n
i=1,Ktl
)
<
nε,m
n′ε,m
.Nε,m 6
ε
m
.
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Hence, for all n > n′ε,m
zl,n
n
d
([
z−1l,n , tl
]zl,n
i=1,Ktl
)
6
ε
m
.
This implies that
(In)6 ∑
l∈Tn
zl,n
n
d
([
z−1l,n , tl
]zl,n
i=1,Ktl
)
6 ε
for all n > n′ε,m, so (In)→ 0 as n → ∞. The proof is completed.
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